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Strip - Pixellated Strip module

Abstract
The upgrade of the CMS tracker at the HL-LHC requires the design of new front-end modules to cope with the increased luminosity and to implement L1 trigger functionality. The new modules under development are based on
high density hybrid circuits with new flip-chip front-end ASIC, and are wire bonded to strip sensors and connected
to a service board for the data transmission. The suitability of different substrate technologies considered for the
design of the hybrids is discussed, aiming for a cost effective and reliable manufacturability of the CMS tracker
modules.

Sensors: One strip sensor (2*25 mm long strips) on the top side is combined with a 1.5 mm long pixelated strip
sensor on the bottom side of a module, to bring Z information on tracks on the inner barrel layers.
Z information: The pixelated strip sensor on the bottom of the module is bump bonded on a matrix of pixel frontend ASICs. On the other hand the hybrid circuits contain strip front-end ASICs that first collect the analogue data
from the top side strip sensor, sends its digitized information towards the pixel ASIC that will correlate it with the
pixelated strip information. The correlated information is finally returned to the hybrid circuits.

Introduction to the CMS Tracker Upgrade
The increased luminosity at the HL-LHC yields to new tracking requirements:








Increased granularity: The higher rate of events drives the need for an increased granularity of the tracking
detector.
Improved radiation hardness: The increased luminosity, up to 3000 fb-1, pushes the radiation hardness requirements for the Silicon sensors, for the front-end ASICs, but also for the mechanical components and the
electronic substrate materials.
Reduction of mass: the CMS tracker at the LHC is mainly contributed by services in the detector volume such
as power cables and cooling. The increased granularity at the HL-LHC must be linked to a reduction of the material budget contributed by the tracker modules and its services. This is obtained using new CMOS technologies for the front-end ASICs, a low power Giga Bit Transmitter (GBT), all combined with the use of DC-DC
converters that result in a more efficient power delivery, hence less cables, less heat, less cooling and therefore
less mass.
Level 1 tracking information: the rejection of low momentum tracks, and the track correlation between closely spaced sensors enable the Level 1 trigger information at the tracker front-end for a more efficient use of the
data required bandwidth.

Fig.6: PS-Pt module geometry.

Fig.7: PS-Pt module construction using a rigid hybrid (top) or a flexible hybrid (bottom).

The new tracker is based on different types of double sided modules:




Double sided strip sensor module (2S-Pt) for the outer tracker regions and the endcaps.
Strip and pixelated strip sensor module (PS-Pt) for the inner barrel regions.
3D Pixellated strip module (3D-Ps) alternative for the inner and outer tracker regions.
This abstract refers to the 2S-Pt and PS-Pt hybrid circuits developments.

Hybrid circuits: rigid build-up substrates or flexible polyimide foils are both applicable to this module as well.
Rigid circuit are compatible with a pixel ASIC bump bonded on the pixel sensor and glued straight on the support
structure; they are wire bonded directly to the bottom side of the hybrid circuit. A flexible circuit can be used instead, removing the window in the supporting structure. The pixel ASIC can eventually be bump bonded on its
back side using TSVs: in this case a better power delivery can be assured to the ASICs, and the electrical interconnection on both sides becomes possible. The development of TSVs on ASICs are under study at CERN by means
of the 3T project.
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Suppliers: Build up substrates are known for the packaging of flip chip dice and for system in packages. Several
suppliers have been identified for this type of product, meeting the required track width, spacing, microvia size and
number of layers required for the CMS tracker hybrids.
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Topology: A build-up substrate consists of a core multilayer stack used for power and ground planes and for mid
density routing. Additional layers are then laminated on top of it, on both sides, for high density routing. The flip
chip dice are mounted on it, microvias and fine width tracks allow the connection of the dice bumps to the wire
bond finger.
CBC2 Front-end

Materials: Organic materials are allowed, aiming to the thinnest stack geometry.
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Fig.1: 2S-Pt module geometry.
Fig.2: 2S-Pt module topology.

Sensors: two strip sensors are combined on the top and bottom layers of a module, enabling the low momentum
tracks discrimination. Each sensor is made of a 1016 left side strips and right side strips that are 50 mm long over
a pitch of 90 microns. The whole sensor covers therefore an area of 92 mm X 100 mm, read out by two hybrid circuits on the left and right hand sides of a module.
Low pT rejection: the correlation between top and bottom sensor hits create the formation of stubs. The identification of stubs requires the interconnection of input strips on neighboring front-end ASICs to tag stubs across
them.

CTE close to 19 ppm/degC.
Radiation hardness possible.
Thin multilayer substrates possible: 500 µm.
Tracks widths/spacing = 25 µm.
Microvias = 50 µm.

Fig.8: 8 layers build-up substrate and typical application.

Flexible Substrates
Suppliers: Flexible polyimide circuits provide very low mass, very dense circuits typically used for medical applications. Several suppliers have been identified, meeting the CMS tracker hybrids requirements.
Fig.3: low pT rejection example.

Fig.4: 2S-Pt construction using a rigid hybrid (top) and a flexible hybrid (bottom).

Hybrid circuits: Every module contains two hybrid circuits for the strips sensors readout. Each hybrid circuit collects the strip signals from the top and bottom sensors on their side:

Topology: liquid polyimide is spinned on a carrier substrate, the circuit is applied by means of direct image laser
printing. The routing density is very high, at expenses of a limited number of layers. The resulting product is of
very low mass, with a CTE close to Silicon, and is almost fully foldable.
Materials: Ployimide.



The CBC2 front-end ASICs provide 2*127 channels split between top and bottom sensors, enabling the
identification of stubs. Neighboring ASICs on the hybrid share the data from strips across the edge to form
also stubs across two dice.

CTE close to 3 ppm/degC.
Polyimide material.



A 250 µm pitch C4 flip chip technology is used for the assembly of the front-end dice (CBC2). This reduces
the wire bonding dead space, also it allows abutting the dice along the strip axis. It also results in less inductive parasitics for the power distribution. Inputs will be less sensitive to noise pickup. The digital path of the
assembled hybrids can be fully tested without any wire bonding process.
The CBC2 strip inputs are located on the six first rows
of the die. This enables a straight connection from the die
to the sensor wire bond fingers at a minimal distance typically using two layers only.


High density routing are required to connect the bump
array of the dice with the sensor wire bonding array. Typical tracks widths of 25 µm, spacing rules of similar values, and microvias drilled at 50 µm are required.


Tracks widths/spacing = 20 µm.
Microvias = 30 µm.
Fig.9: Flexible polyimide system example and construction process.

Limited number of layers: 4 MAX.

Conclusions

Rigid build up substrates typically used for chip packaging meet the above requirements. The bottom side wirebonds reach the hybrid bottom side through a window
opening in the support structure.

The design of the CMS tracker hybrid circuits upgrade requires flip chip ASICs in compact and
low mass topologies that impose the use of very high density routing techniques. Rigid build up
substrates used for chip packaging have been found to be applicable, overcoming the large board
area and the number of high pin count dice. Alternatively, flexible circuits typically developed for
medical applications also meet the high density and low mass requirements. To complete this, the
integration of large TSVs into ASICs would enable an optimal integration for the PS-Pt modules.

Flexible polyimide foils typically used in medical applications meet also the above requirements. In this case,
the foil needs to be wrapped around the support window and glued on it. The bonding areas need a rigid reinforcement to maintain the bonding pads flatness.

Prototypes will be developed based on these different techniques for the forthcoming design of hybrid circuits for the tracker phase 2 upgrade.



Fig.5: front-end CBC2 flip chip ASIC geometry.


Film thickness: 10 µm.

